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'Probably the best read I've had since "The Martian"...'  ReviewAll contact is lost with the first human

colony on Mars during a long and destructive sandstorm. Satellite imagery of the aftermath shows

extensive damage to the facility. The fifty-four colonists who called it home are presumed dead.

Three years later, a new mission sets down on the planet surface to investigate what remains of the

derelict site. But, itâ€™s not long before they realise the colony is not as lifeless as everyone

thought. Someone is still alive -- hiding out somewhere. Yet, before they can find the elusive

colonist a strange illness starts to affect the crew. Pressure now mounts on Biologist, Dr. Jann

Malbec, to locate the source and find a way to fight it. However, as she investigates she begins to

suspect a dark and deadly secret lurking within the colony. A secret that threatens not just the crew

but the entire population of Earth. With limited resources and time running out, she must find some

answers and find them fast. Because if she doesn't, none of them will be going home.
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Great book, well written, fast paced. Science is convincing , characters real, the story is interesting.



Read the book in two days. Couldn't stop reading. I really love good martian stories!!!! Sorry for my

little English, I am Spanish.

I really enjoyed The Martian but as the subject indicates in some respects I enjoyed this book more.

They were different in the plot line so a comparison is not really appropriate.I recommend both

books but this one apparently has a sequel which I will be purchasing so I can continue the

story.The thought of "growing" younger or having an enhanced healing system is pretty cool to think

about.

Poor spelling, characters devoid of personality, repetetetetetive sentences, and altering between

nouns for same person in a way that makes it confusing to follow.The story has potential, but it's an

unpolished diamond, with lots of irritating mistakes that subtracts from the overall experience. In

particular, the characters total lack of personality and development makes the book very boring.

The author has put together a nice story and by the way it ended it looks like there may be more to

come.I hope to see more of mars

An enjoyable story but the text needed some proof reading and correcting of simple spelling

mistakes. This is always a problem with self published books and it can be off-putting. But over all it

is well worth reading.

This was a fine read and a great break from the end of the summer doldrums. The same but

different from" the martian". More of an adventure in the Heinlein mode than the lost in space of

weir's book.

I thought it had some good twists. Less killing off perhaps. The thing is it's the same old story the

corporate Giants taking advantage of people I'd like to see maybe something a little different. Let's

manifest a different scenario perhaps. Good read though I'll read the next one it was well written

and had some good science points

This would have been a marvelous read if someone had actually done some proofreading. The

whole book was atrocious because of it.
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